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Here are a few fun ways to use
H
se
TREND
TR
Classic Accents® and Mini
Accents in your classroom:

Practical Pouches
s
These cute pouches hold rewards
ewaards
or project supplies. Place two
wo
Classic Accents® back-to-back.
ack.
Punch holes around the sides
es and
bottom of the pair. Lace yarn
rn
through the holes and tie at th
the
he
sides to secure your pouch.

Monkey
Monk
k
Awards
Here’s a simple way to create
memorable
awards. Use Monkey
memor
ra
Mischief
Mischie
e ™ Barrels of Fun Classic
Accentss® (T-10993), and write
student’s
name on the barrel
the stud
d
band.
band
d Write praise words
on
n Gumdrop Stars Mini
Accents (T-10843) and
glue to the barrel.

Balloon Mobile
Decorate with a whimsical
mobile. Make a circle out
of Terrific Trimmers®. Glue
together 3 pieces from a
Hot Air Balloons Classic
Accents® (T-10987) to make
one balloon with a length
of yarn glued inside. Make
two more balloons. Tape
the yarn pieces inside of the
circle. Write student names
on balloons to celebrate
birthdays or other occasions.

Detail of
balloon
pieces.
pieces

Music Box
These boxes are great forr sm
small
mall
prizes like stickers. Line up
p fo
ffour
our
Music Player Pals Classic Acc
Accents
cents®
(T-10990). Tape along thee sides
des to
join the pieces. Stand up the box and
tape the last corner together to finish
your container.

More on
back
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M ini-Books
Provide blank books for budding
authors. Select a Classic Accents®
Variety Pack. Cut pages out of
plain paper. Sandwich pages
between two Classic Accents®
covers. Punch holes near the fold
and bind with yarn.

Monarch-of-theMoment Crowns
Create party crown to celebrate
students. Use a strip of a Terrific
Trimmers® to make a circle for
each crown. Decorate Rising Star
Classic Accents® (T-10038) and
glue to the front of the crown.
Glue Mini Accents around the
crown for extra fun.

Rock-Star Name tags
Label lockers, cubbies, or music stands. Cutt
50" of yarn and fold it so there is a loop
at one end. Glue pictures of a student to
the screens of two Music Player Pals Classic
Accents® pieces (T-10990). Glue together with
th
the yarn in the center between the pieces.
Glue two more pairs of accents around the
yarn. Use them to write the student’s name
and phrases such as, “You ROCK!”
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Craft-Stick Puppets
Cr
Ma quick puppets that kids love.
Make
Select any Mini Accents with faces and
Sele
glue craft sticks to the backs to make
playful puppets. For extra fun, cut one
playf
out of a cardboard box, leaving
side o
a 1" border around the edge for a TV
puppet theater
puppe

